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A preferred statement for the way in wtdch it is plaruied to use
the astronaut with respect to the Focus Subsystem is:
·

It is planned that the astronaut will
A.

be

us ed as followss

/

To determine and or verify the plane of best focus
for the photo-optical system.
This determination·
is accompli shed by:
Co?iJ:manding the camera to expose a nUJ!lber of

a)

frames on the film where each frame represents
one of a series of sequential platen positions.

b)

Requiring the astronaut to remove the exposed
film from the camera and :::;.lace in the processor.

c)

Requiring the astronaut ':.c. operat e the pro ces sor.

d)

Requiring the astronaut to visc:..ally evalt...ate each
of the exposed and processed f::;i.Mes of th;:; focus
series .
·

e

)-

..

Reqtiiring the astronaut to·make a judgement as
to which frame i s of the highest quality.
The
platen position used for o btaining that frame
of highest

HANDLE ViA

qua.�ty

is the plane of best fo cu s . a
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The astronaut may monitor focus system output meters
and grol1nd commanded focus-adjustments and may override
focus control commands in accordance with his findings.

Item B above may well be covered in another section of your
complete list and possibly is redundant since the monitoring and override
capability of the crew is not u?iique to the focus subsystem.
As you requested the following is a brief explanation of

why visual

foc-q.s of the lens is not part of the base line.

. Visual focussing of the lens system through the main opt�cs
(by modifying the camera to provide an auxi1liary focussing back) has been
considered in crew utilization studies. As recently as last August these
studies showed that observing the image on a ground glass could prov;i.de coarse
adjustments (approximately :l:.008" as compared to :1:.00l" as required).
The
coarseness of these adjustments results from an inability of the astronaut
to evaluate, retain, and compare the focus data from a ground glass.
I hope the above liiU �ssist you .. in preparing the write-up�
.
If you feel it is too verbose please let me know and I'll be happy to
help you do some additional editing.
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